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PRIVATE
EQUITY
IS MORE
ART THAN
SCIENCE
Tips for determining your need,
navigating the process and
By Steve Beagelman, CFE

I

n franchising, the ultimate goal
for many brands is an investment
from, or acquisition by, a private

your franchise brand, the thought
of private equity has likely crossed

“Private equity firms do
not take a one-sizefits-all approach to
investing in a brand.”

private equity takes many shapes
and forms, and is often a complex
an investment should be strategic,
thoughtful, and most importantly,

Shark Tank or The
Profit offer a good illustration of
the variety of forms a private equity
deal can take, in terms of investment

after realizing that selling even
(continued on page 34)
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(continued from page 33)

a portion of their business is not
right for them. This is exactly how
to potential investors.

pursuing an investment, franchisors

the process.

Anatomy of a P/E Deal
equity investment is an influx of
capital to grow your business

sophistication, like accountability,
responsibility, that an investor will
look for. Most investors will help you

help the company scale.
The K-9 Resor ts example is
uncommon, but shows that with the
right elements in place, emerging

Navigating the Process

Other Factors
If you are selling controlling
interest, be aware that the equity

that even if you only sell a minority
interest, your equity partner will

The investment process is

you properly manage the process
is the best strategy for long-term

say. If you want to control everything
in your business, private equity
is probably not the right growth
strategy.

experience in these transactions,
an objective approach, which the

it throughout the process. It can
be tempting to steer off course if
you receive a high offer for more
ownership, but stay true to yourself.

prioritize your best interests.
other resources the franchisor might
wasting time.
proven formula to securing an

seeking. Some firms only want
from a private equity company at
lucrative way to scale your business,

interest from investors when they
To approach private equity
properly, it is imperative to leverage
the right resources to help you
In 2016, K-9 Resorts Daycare
sale

investor involvement. You
your business. 7

Navigator Partners. At the time,
is relatively early for PE, but the
minority stake to secure capital to
grow but want to retain ownership
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Steve Beagelman, CFE, is
President and CEO of SMB
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frequent guest speaker at IFA
conferences and is a regular
contributor to franchise industry publications.
Learn more about SMB at franchise.org/
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